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Leighton, Adele

From: Smith, Kim on behalf of PUC

Sent: Monday, October 27, 2008 9:42 AM

To: Leighton, Adele; Noonan, Amanda; Naylor, Mark; Raymond, Margaret

Subject: FW: Aquarion rate increase

I have attached an internet e-mail from our PUC account regarding Docket No. DW 08-098, Aquarioñ W~1ei
Company. / ~

--Kim / ~:‘ /

~ ~°
Original Message / ~t%~i5 J~

From: sean toland [mailto:jeremiahjunior2003©verizon.net] ~
Sent: Saturday, October 25, 2008 10:11 AM -~ ~~

To: PUC ~Mi
Subject: Aquarion rate increase \~ /

~

My name is Sean Toland, i live at 3 Johnson Ave. on hampton beach. I am addressing this matter
about the rate increase on my water because there was no work done on 3 johnson ave. The state of new
hampshire paid for the alterations of the water lines not aquarion. Where do they have the nerve to try
and give us a 300 % increase on water rates. There was no work done on the back half of hampton
beach on Ashworth ave from the police station to ocean wok there was no pipes changed on the back
half of the residents of hampton beach. The people of hampton beach who live here through the
winter should not be subjected to the rates that apply to people who rent their houses out for financial
gain. These non-resident who gain financially from renting their homes are not true residents of hampton
and should have the rate apply to them!

The true residents of hampton are hard working people struggling to get by while the rental
properties is making money on their second property.The state of newhampshire ran out of money to
complete the road,sewer, water,gas, yet they have a proposal to build a band stand at a sum of 20
million is there something wrong here!There are plenty of businesses at hampton beach that can absorb
the price increase not our year round hard working people!!!

Thank you
Sean Toland

10/27/2008


